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Mornings are fun for babies. This delightful little Spanish book explores the everyday world of

babies in simple words and pictures.  Bilingual text throughout makes these Spanish and English

books fun for baby and parent to read together, exploring simple language with each brightly

colored spread.
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My husband is a native Spanish speaker from Mexico- I know very limited Spanish and wanted to

make sure that our daughter had the visual language tools to make her bi lingual. Many of the books

that look attractive have very poor or completely incorrect Spanish which frustrates us. This is quite

different as my husband states that the Spanish is correct. Our 13 month old loves to walk around

with the book and point to the babies doing things she does on a daily basis. Also a great learning

tool for me as it has the English translation as well.

My baby like this book very much, I read it to her every morning, and throughout the day. The

translation to Spanish is accurate. The rhythm in the English text is smoother than the Spanish one.

The book depicted babies, and toddlers doing different activities (routines) in the morning. My baby

enjoys seeing other babies, so this books is great for that.



As I've learned to expect from DK, this book has high-quality photographs of real babies and

objects, and sturdy construction. What surprised me, most pleasantly, is the interesting words; most

bilingual baby books that I've read include only basic vocabulary. One example: for breakfast, "I

munch an apple". Munching is much more interesting than mere eating!

My son wants me to read this book to him everyday! He enjoys looking at the actual photographs of

babies.

We really like this book! It's a good book to start the day. I like that it focuses on getting out and

about instead of being cooped in the house.we are a bilingual family and it's important for us to

expose our child to Spanish and English from the very start.

My son and daughter-in-law requested this book. It seems like a good introduction to Spanish. I like

the heavy cardboard pages, colorful pictures, and sentences as well as phrases. Very cute book!

We have not yet read it to the baby, but I think we will all enjoy it.

Our youngest granddaughter (now 13 months) is being raised in a bilingual environment so this and

other bilingual books is great...she can be read to be one and all and have the same story. She

really likes the pictures of young children.

my 1 yr old loves this book! we are trying to teach him spanish along with english since babies are

such little sponges at this age. he loves the pictures and really pays a lot of attention, which is not

the case with all books right now. i even bought a second one for a present
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